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SpaceAbstract There are three important roles in evasion conﬂict: pursuer, target and defender. Pur-
suers’ mission is to access targets; targets’ mission is to escape from pursuers’ capture; defenders’
mission is to intercept pursuers who are potentially dangerous to targets. In this paper, a distributed
online mission plan (DOMP) algorithm for pursuers is proposed based on fuzzy evaluation and
Nash equilibrium. First, an integrated effectiveness evaluation model is given. Then, the details
of collaborative mission planning which includes the co-optimization of task distributing, trajectory
and corresponding maneuvering scheme are presented. Finally, the convergence and steadiness of
DOMP are discussed with simulation results. Compared with centralized mission planning, DOMP
is more robust and can greatly improve the effectiveness of pursuing. It can be applied to dynamic
scenario due to its distributed architecture.
 2016 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is
an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In addition to the standard pursuit-evasion game, in which the
pursuer tries to catch the target and the target tries to escape,
the defender intercepts pursuer to protect target. This conﬂict
has attracted increasing attention in space technology
research.1 As one type of low-cost spacecraft, small satelliteswith characteristics of lightness, agility, large coverage, etc.
have become the ideal pursuer in the study of pursuit-
evasion conﬂict.2–4 Some representative projects are US
AFRL’s (Air Force Research Laboratory) XSS (Experimental
Satellite System), DARPA’s (Defense Advanced Research Pro-
ject Agency), MiTEx (Mirco-satellite Technology Experiment)
and NASA’s DART (Demonstration for Autonomous Ren-
dezvous Technology).3–5
To successfully access targets, pursuers must survive from
defenders’ interception.6 Facing multiple targets and multiple
defenders, pursuers must cooperate to obtain the optimal pur-
suing effectiveness.7–11 Therefore, collaborative mission plan-
ning is important for pursuers.
For a multi-agent system, a joint strategy is a set of individ-
ual policies with one for each agent. An optimal strategy can
maximize the expected gains of the system. The process of/dx.doi.
Fig. 1 Basic conception of space pursuit and evasion.
2 Y. Liu et al.obtaining the optimal strategy is called mission planning,
which is an NP-hard problem. Generally, there are two types
of mission planning: centralized and distributed. Typically, a
centralized planning system consists of one leader and several
followers, where the leader is a unique planner of the system.
Because multi-agent models and the planning algorithm lead
to huge state spaces, the leader needs to have signiﬁcant com-
putational resources. Once it is damaged, the whole system
would crash. On the other hand, mission planning could run
on each agent as well, in which case every agent has the same
priority. Therefore, one or a few of agents’ failure would not
affect the whole system’s operation. In a distributed planning
system, each agent calculates its own policy while other agents’
policies are considered ﬁxed, and broadcasts their planning
results to others. Since any modiﬁcation of an agent’s policy
might induce other agents’ reward change, agents iteratively
update their policies until a system equilibrium is reached.
Compared with centralized planning, distributed planning
has advantages of autonomous agents, robust system and real
time.12 Hence, distributed planning is more applicable in a
high dynamic antagonistic application, such as space pursuit
and evasion. In the past few years, popular approaches for
multi-agent mission planning are contract net protocol, visibil-
ity graph and heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm
(GA).13,14
In a space pursuit and evasion conﬂict, pursuers’ mission
planning is a complex problem, which is affected by many fac-
tors such as high relative speed, strict fuel limitation, real-time
requirement. Besides, the intercepting role of defenders further
increases the complexity of pursuers’ planning, which creates
constraints on well-developed algorithm such as visibility
graph. Therefore, previous works mainly focus on the opti-
mization and modeling of single pursuer’s trajectory.15,16
Multi-player space pursuit and evasion problem still lacks a
thorough and systematic study. In this paper, a distributed
online mission plan (DOMP) algorithm for multi-player pur-
suers is presented, and the dynamics used in this algorithm is
explained. Then a multi-objective effectiveness model is used
to quantitatively estimate policies. After a set of potential pur-
suing trajectories is obtained by fuzzy comprehensive evalua-
tion, pursuers can reach the Nash equilibrium point through
local optimization, negotiation and iteratively updating infor-
mation about neighbors. Finally, a simulation example
demonstrates the effectiveness of DOMP algorithm.
2. Problem description
2.1. Space pursuit and evasion conflict
Normally, to reduce energy consuming and prolong on-orbit
life, small satellites that perform as pursuers work in standby
mode, in which the satellites only make periodic self-
inspection and necessary orbit maintenance. Once they receive
wake-up command, they will go into preparation mode and try
to approach targets.
The basic concept of space pursuit and evasion conﬂict is
shown in Fig. 1. It includes a cluster of pursuers. In the inten-
sive space pursuit and evasion scenario, we assume that there
are multiple targets. Hence, cooperative pursuing trajectory
optimization and target assigning are two critical factors in
mission planning.Please cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.0122.2. Integral effectiveness model
Mission planning algorithm produces an optimal pursuing
strategy for pursuers. It is evaluated by the integral pursuing
effectiveness, which includes various factors, such as beneﬁt,
expending and capture probability. The evaluation of pursuing
strategy is affected by the situation (objective) and the prefer-
ence (subjective). Overall, a mathematical multi-objective
effectiveness model for pursuing strategy can be expressed as
Eq. (1).
max E ¼ feðk;OðkmÞÞ
s:t:
OðkmÞ ¼ foðSðkmÞ;DðkmÞ;AðkmÞÞ
Sðkm þ 1Þ ¼ fsðSðkmÞ;DðkmÞÞPm
i¼1
ki ¼ 1; k ¼ ½k1; k2; . . . ; km
rijðkmÞ 6 RijðkmÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; lÞ
SðkmÞ#Ss;D#Dd
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð1Þ
where OðkmÞ ¼ ½O1;O2; . . . ;Om is the current objective vector;
m is the number of sub-objectives; km is the time of current
moment; k is the normalized subjective weight vector with
the proper dimension; E is the effectiveness; S and A are the
state vectors of pursuers and targets respectively; D is the strat-
egy vector of the pursuers; fe is the effectiveness function rep-
resenting the integral effectiveness according to the current
strategy and the current situation; fo is the objective function
describing the mapping from state space to objective space;
fs is the state transferring function; Ss and Dd identify the state
space and decision space respectively; rijðkmÞ indicates the con-
sumption of the jth resource when pursuer i executes current
strategy; and RijðkmÞ represents the amount of the jth resource
of pursuer i.
The essence of space pursuit and evasion mission planning
is an optimization process with comprehensive constraints.
The global optimal solution cannot always be acquired in lim-
ited time under the greatly varying circumstances (even if we
obtain a global optimal solution with much time, it may be
meaningless). Therefore, the key solution to mission planning
is to achieve a series of sub-optimal strategies in limited time,
and then select an optimal one which can best satisfy the mis-
sion’s requirements with the highest effectiveness.r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
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A typical space-pursuing trajectory is shown in Fig. 2, which
consists of three types of orbits: standby orbit, transfer orbit
and capture orbit. In peacetime, pursuers wait on standby
orbits, and they can reach the capture orbits through one or
several orbit transformations (in the track of transfer orbits).
In capture orbit, a pursuer can access a target that is located
at a speciﬁc space point at a scheduled time. Assuming that
a pursuer receives a command at time t0 and performs the orbit
transfer at t1, we can give the standby time as Tw ¼ t1  t0. If
the scheduled pursuing terminal time is denoted by tf, the orbit
transfer time can be calculated by Tt ¼ tf  t1. In the space
pursuit and evasion, once a pursuer’s orbit is discovered inter-
secting with any target’s orbit, the pursuer will be viewed as a
threat by all targets and defenders. As a result, the threatened
target will adjust its orbit to evade the danger and defenders
will try to intercept the potential threat to protect the target.
If the ﬁrst orbit intersecting moment is denoted by tc, the
preparing time Tp left for the target and defenders is
Tp ¼
0 Ta P tf  tc
tf  tc  Ta Ta < tf  tc

ð2Þ
where Ta is the pre-warning time determined by the scout abil-
ity and information processing ability of targets and defenders.
Obviously, smaller Ta means larger Tp, which is unfavorable to
pursuers.
3.1. Strategy based on Lambert orbit transfer
In most of the time of space pursuit-evasion, pursuers are far
from targets and not on the same orbit plane, which means
that the C-W equation’s linearization condition cannot be
met.17–19 Moreover, for tactic purpose, we assume that pur-
suers are required to capture targets during scheduled time
interval. According to the Lambert law, the orbit transferring
time is decided by transferring orbit’s semi-major axis, the dis-
tance between the initial and end points, and the distance from
the initial and end points to gravitational center. In addition,
there are two typical impulse transfer methods: single-pulse
and multi-pulse.
In single-pulse orbit transfer, the onboard rocket engine
only generates one thrust impulse. Hence, the pursuer’s trans-
fer orbit coincides with the capture orbit. As Eq. (3) shows,Fig. 2 Typical trajectory of pursuer.
Please cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012with the planned transferring moment t1, the pursuer’s corre-
sponding ECI coordinate R1, the planned terminal time tf,
the pursuer’s corresponding ECI coordinate Rf, the transfer
orbit’s major semi-axis a and other ﬁve orbit elements can be
obtained. In Eq. (3), the parameter kc is the number of ﬂying
cycles before the pursuer captures the target. Therefore,
kc ¼ 0 and kc > 0 correspond to single-circle and multi-circle
mode, respectively. After transformed to the dimensionless
form, the relationship between dimensionless semi-axis a and
dimensionless Dt of Eq. (3) can be shown in Fig. 3. When
kc ¼ 0, only one reasonable transfer orbit exists. However, if
kc > 0, there are two transfer orbits: a long range one and a
short range one (speciﬁcally, if Dt =tminðiÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . .Þ
where tminðiÞ is the minimum ﬂying time with i complete cycles,
the long and short range orbits coincide with each other).
According to Eqs. (4) and (5), for single-pulse orbit transfer,
there are ns potential transfer orbits totally.
Dt ¼ a
3
2ða b sin aþ sin bþ 2kcpÞﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
kc ¼ 0; 1; 2 . . .
r1 ¼ kR1k; rf ¼ kRfk; c ¼ kR1  Rfk
Dt ¼ tf  t1
s ¼ r1 þ rf þ c
2
a ¼ 2 arcsin
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s
2a
r
b ¼ 2 arcsin
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s c
2a
r
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð3Þ
where l is the constant of earth gravitation.
N ¼ 0 Dt 6 tminð1Þ
maxðkcÞ DtP tminðkcÞ

ð4Þ
ns ¼
1 N ¼ 0
1þ 2N NP 1;Dt– tminðNÞ
2N NP 1;Dt ¼ tminðNÞ
8><
>: ð5Þ
In multi-pulse orbit transfer, the onboard pulse rocket
engine generates multiple thrust impulses. The combinations
of impulses correspond to different orbit transfer schemes. In
space pursuit and evasion conﬂict, the nonrenewable fuel con-
sumed by the onboard rocket engine is one of the most valu-
able resources. Therefore, the reduction in characteristicFig. 3 Relationship between semi-major axis and Dt in a single-
pulse orbit transfer.
r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
Fig. 4 Relationship between characteristic velocity and ﬂying
time.
4 Y. Liu et al.velocity is always preferred in the design of orbit maneuver
scheme. Denoting the angle between R1 and Rf by n and the
characteristic velocity by Dv, we have
Dv ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vþ2 þ v2  2vþv cos n
p
ð6Þ
where v and vþ are velocities of pursuer at R1 in the standby
orbit and capture orbit, respectively. Calculating the derivative
of Dv, we have
dDv
da
¼ @Dv
@vþ
 dv
þ
da
þ @Dv
@n
 dn
da
ð7Þ
According to the existence condition of the extreme value,
when Eq. (7) equals zero as shown in Eq. (8), the energy opti-
mized capture orbit can be obtained, of which the semi-axis is
denoted by amin. The corresponding ﬂying time tmin, character-
istic velocity DVmin and characteristic speed Dvmin can also be
deduced.
dDv
da

a¼amin
¼ 0 ð8Þ
If Dt > tmin, the pursuer has to perform one or several orbi-
tal maneuvers and ﬂy in one or several special transfer orbits to
consume the extra time. Then, it will perform the ﬁnal orbital
maneuver at a particular moment and ﬂy to Rf along the
energy optimization capture orbit. According to Eq. (7),
DVmin is the energy optimized characteristic velocity for the
pursuer when it changes state from (t1; R1) to (tf; Rf). By
decomposing DVmin, the corresponding decomposed impulses
can be obtained. Assuming that there are two decomposed
impulses (more impulse elements are similar), we can give
the ﬁrst impulse DVc and the second impulse DVa in Eq. (9).
DVmin ¼ DVc þ DVa ð9Þ
Deﬁne Dvc the speed of DVc and Dva the speed of DVa.
When DVc and DVa are in the direction of DVmin, the sum of
Dvc and Dva equals to the characteristic speed Dvmin, which
means that the rocket fuel is conserved to the most extent.
Dvmin 6 Dvc þ Dva ð10Þ
To make the directions of DVc, DVa and DVmin the same,
the ﬂying time in transfer orbit should be integer multiples
of the transfer orbit period:
tc ¼ Dt tmin ¼ kcTc ¼ 2kcp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a3c
l
s
ð11Þ
where ac is the transfer orbit’s semi-axis and Tc is the transfer
orbit’s period. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the
dimensionless characteristic velocity and ﬂying time which cor-
responds to different kc. From this ﬁgure, we can ﬁnd that
there are nm potential multi-pulse orbital maneuver schemes
as shown in Eq. (12), where Tmin i is the minimal full period ﬂy-
ing time oficycle, Tmax i the maximal full period ﬂying time of
the i th cycle, and tcls the actual ﬂying time.
nm ¼ iji ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . ;Tmin i 6 tcls 6 Tmax if gj j ð12Þ
To access the target, pursuer’s real intention should not be
discovered by targets and defenders. Even when discovered,
pursuer should still survive from the interceptions by defend-
ers. Hence, the characteristic velocity, the probability of inten-
tion being discovered, the preparing time left for defenders andPlease cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012the possibility of being intercepted are four main factors to be
fully considered.
Before reaching the capture orbit, pursuer has to go
through z 1 transfer orbit, where z is the number of
impulses. The closer the transfer orbit is to the capture orbit,
the more easily the pursuer maneuvers to the capture orbit,
and hence the more dangerous the transfer orbit is, viewed
by targets and defenders. Consequently, the minimum distance
between transfer orbit and target’s orbit is deﬁned as the sen-
sitive distance, which can be used to analyze the potential
threat degree of transfer orbit. According to Weber-Fischna
law, the degree of perception is proportional to the degree of
stimulus intensity’s logarithm. And the warning index Sd of
pursuer’s transfer orbit is described as follows:
Sd ¼ Klg 1
Dmin
 
ð13Þ
where K is the perception coefﬁcient of the targets and defend-
ers, and Dmin the sensitive distance.
When transferring to the capture orbit, the pursuer pro-
duces real threat to the target. Defenders will try to intercept
and the target will begin to adjust orbit to evade. At this time,
the pursuer tends to choose safer capture orbit. The defense
area of each defender can be simpliﬁed as a moving spherical
space which takes the point in its orbit as the center.15,16 Then
the threat of defender i can be quantitatively evaluated as fwi:
fwi ¼
Wi fd 6 L1
Wi
L2  fdðBa;Bdi; tÞ
L2  L1 L1 < fd < L2
0 fd P L2
8><
>: ð14Þ
where Wi is the intercepting capability corresponding to the
defender i; L1 and L2 (L1 6 L2) are two distance thresholds;
Ba and Bdi are orbit elements of pursuer and defender i; and
fd is the relative distance function. Then, the threat degree of
defender to the pursuer Aa can be measured as
Aa ¼
Xm
i¼1
Z tf
tc
fwi dt ð15Þ
Obviously, if there is only one pursuer and one target in
space, the proﬁt of pursuing is ﬁxed. Thus, we can only con-
sider the cost, and the orbital maneuvering sub-object setr multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
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Va is the value of pursuer.
3.2. Synthesized weight of orbital maneuvering sub-objects
We deﬁne the pursuer’s orbital maneuver scheme set as
Ap ¼ fAp1;Ap2; . . . ;ApðnsþnmÞg, and the effectiveness matrix
constructed by the property value of scheme Api under object
set G as E ¼ ½eijðnsþnmÞ4. Since all the four sub-objects of G
are costs (the smaller, the better), the normalized effectiveness
matrix E ¼ ½eij can be expressed as
eij ¼
eij min
i
eij
max
i
eij min
i
eij
ð16Þ
The relative importance degree of different objects can be
represented as ordered preference values. The subjective rela-
tive preference for sub-object gi to gj can be written as pij.
pij ¼ 0:1k k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 9 ð17Þ
Eq. (17) divides pij into nine grades, and k represents the
degree of relative importance. k ¼ 1 and pij ¼ 0:1 mean that
gi is extremely unimportant than gj, while k ¼ 9 and pij ¼ 0:9
mean that gi is extremely important compared to gj. Then we
can obtain the subjective relative weight vector
k0 ¼ ½k01; k02; k03; k04, where k0i is
k0i ¼
Pnsþnm
k¼1 pikP4
j¼1
Pnsþnm
k¼1 pjk
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ð18Þ
Denote the optimal values of each sub-objects of E by
B ¼ ½b1; b2; b3; b4, where bi ¼ maxfe1i; e2i; . . . ; eðnsþnmÞig, and
the deviation between B and E is the sub-object’s objective
weight, which represents the difference degree between one
sub-target and the whole and the inﬂuence of this sub-object
on other sub-targets. Therefore, the objective relative weight
vector k00 ¼ ½k001; k002; k003 ; k004  can be obtained with Eqs. (19) and
(20).
minVðk00Þ ¼
Xnsþnm
i¼1
X4
j¼1
k002j ðbj  eijÞ2
s:t:
P4
i¼1 k
00
i ¼ 1
k00i P 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4
( ð19Þ
k00i ¼
1Pnsþnm
k¼1 ðbi  ekiÞ2
P4
j¼1
1Pnsþnm
k¼1 ðbj  ekjÞ2
ð20Þ
The fusion of k0 and k00 can take advantage of both known
objective and subjective information, so the integrated weight
vector k ¼ ½k1; k2; k3; k4 can be indicated through Eqs. (21)
and (22).
minVðkÞ ¼
Xnsþnm
i¼1
X4
j¼1
ðki  k0iÞeij
h i2
þ ½ðki  k00i Þeij2
2
s:t:
P4
i¼1 ki ¼ 1
ki P 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4
( ð21ÞPlease cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012ki ¼
k0iþk00i
2
Xnsþnm
j¼1 e

ji
X4
k¼1
1Pnsþnm
j¼1 e

jk

X4
k¼1
k0iþk00i
2
Pnsþnm
j¼1 e

jkPnsþnm
j¼1 e

jk
1
Pnsþnm
j¼1 e

ji
P4
k¼1
1Pnsþnm
j¼1 e

jk
ð22Þ
After normalization, k can be transformed into the stan-
dard form k ¼ ½k1; k2; k3; k4.
ki ¼ kiP4
j¼1kj
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ð23Þ3.3. Fuzzy comprehensive effectiveness evaluation
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is an effective way to quan-
tify various factors that are difﬁcult to evaluate.20,21 Most eval-
uation methods only generate an evaluation value, while the
fuzzy evaluation can generate a vector, which contains more
information. We suppose each sub-object of G has seven
grades L ¼ fl1; l2; . . . ; l7g, which correspond to ‘‘best, better,
good, middle, bad, worse and the worst”. Based on the normal
membership function:
eijk ¼ exp ðeij  ajkÞ
2
bj
 !
ð24Þ
we can obtain the three-dimensional fuzzy membership matrix
E ¼ ½eijkðnsþnmÞ47 of the orbital maneuvering schemes of pur-
suers. Perform fuzzy fusion operation on E and k, and we can
obtain the fuzzy evaluation matrix E0.
E0 ¼ E  k ¼ ½e0ijðnsþnmÞ7 ð25Þ
Different results can be achieved with different fuzzy com-
position operators. With the main factor determining type
fuzzy operator, as
e01ik ¼ max min
16j64
ðkj; eijk
 
g ð26Þ
we obtain the evaluation matrix E01. With the main factor out-
standing type fuzzy operator, as
e02ik ¼ max
16j64
fkj  eijkg ð27Þ
we obtain the relevant evaluation matrix E02. With the imbal-
ance average type fuzzy operator, as
e03ik ¼ min 1;
X4
j¼1
minðkj; eijkÞ
( )
ð28Þ
we obtain the evaluation matrix E03. With the weighted average
type fuzzy operator, as
e04ik ¼ min 1;
X4
j¼1
kj  eijk
( )
ð29Þ
we obtain the evaluation matrix E04.
Based on each evaluation matrix E0i, we can achieve L
0
i
which represents the ith advice. Combining those advices with
the Borda algorithm, we can achieve the ﬁnal orbital maneuver
scheme set L ¼ fL1;L2; . . . ;Lnsþnmg, and select the ~Kth
scheme with ~K ¼ fijLi ¼ minðLÞg as the optimal one.r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
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4.1. Effectiveness model of mission
We suppose that there are Na pursuers and No targets in space
which are denoted by A ¼ fA1;A2; . . . ;ANag and
O ¼ fO1;O2; . . . ;ONog, respectively. In addition, there are Nd
defenders which are denoted by D ¼ fD1;D2; . . . ;DNdg. To
simplify the calculation, we treat the defense area of each
defender as a spherical space with the defense radius of
Rsi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NdÞ. The threat to the pursuer from each
defender is Wti ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NdÞ. We denote the task distri-
bution matrix as S ¼ ½sijNaNo , where sij 2 f1; 0g indicates that
the target j is or is not assigned to the ith pursuer, and as
shown in Eq. (30), each pursuer can only be assigned to no
more than one target:
XNo
j¼1
sij 6 1 i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Na ð30Þ
The pursuers should try their best to get away from the
defense area. If they cannot do so, they should move away
from the center of defense areas as far as possible to reduce
the possibility of being intercepted. The judging function da
is deﬁned as
daðAi;Oj;WtqÞ¼
Wtq ForOj;Ai crossD
0
qs defensearea
0 ForOj;Ai not crossD
0
qs defensearea
(
ð31Þ
When Ai is pursuing Oj via the capture orbit, its survival
probability Ps is
PsðAi;OjÞ ¼
YNd
q¼1
ð1 daðAi;Oj;DqÞÞ ð32Þ
The threshold function sigðx; yÞ is deﬁned as
sigðx; yÞ ¼ x y ¼ 1
1 y– 1

ð33Þ
Then, the proﬁt function fe1 is
min fe1 ¼ 1
XNo
j¼1
VOj 1
YNa
i¼1
sigð1 PijPsðAi;OjÞ; sijÞ
 !
PNo
q¼1VOq
ð34Þ
where VOj represents the value of target Oj and Pij the success
rate of the ith pursuer successfully approaching the jth target.
Obviously, in order to maximize the proﬁt, the algorithm
should try its best to minimize fe1.
The cost of pursuit can be represented as fe2.
min fe2 ¼
XNa
i¼1
XNo
j¼1
sijCiwiPNa
q¼1Cqwq
ð35Þ
where Ci is the manufacturing and launching expense of the ith
pursuer. The capability of pursuer will decay as its on-orbit
time increases. The on-orbit attenuation coefﬁcient can be rep-
resented as
wi ¼ e
#t
TLmax i ð36ÞPlease cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012where TLmax i is the on-orbit lifetime of ith pursuer, and # is the
time attenuation constant. The task distributing algorithm will
try to choose low cost or short residual life pursuers to execute
the pursuing tasks.
There is a ﬁxed proportional relationship between the fuel
consumption and characteristic velocity; therefore, the task
distributing algorithm tends to minimize the characteristic
speed of pursuers. We can deﬁne a function representing the
fuel consumption as follows:
min fe3 ¼
PNa
i¼1
PNo
j¼1sijDvijPNa
i¼1Dvmax i
ð37Þ
where Dvmax i is the maximal characteristic speed generated by
the remaining fuel of the ith pursuer; Dvij is the characteristic
velocity requirement when the ith pursuer is pursuing the jth
target.
If there are more than one target for pursuers, the pursuers
need to capture as much targets as possible under the current
resource constraints. In order to describe this purpose, we can
deﬁne the target coverage function as
min fe4 ¼ 1
1
No
XNo
j¼1
min 1;
XNa
i¼1
sij
 !
ð38Þ
Obviously, targets can be covered at the most when fe4
reaches its minimum.
In order to achieve a satisﬁed result, each target’s capture
probability should be greater than the desired thresholds (see
Table 1). Each target’s scheduled thresholds can be denoted
by Q ¼ fQ1;Q2; . . . ;QNog.
A threshold function sig1ðxÞ is deﬁned as
sig1ðxÞ ¼
x x > 0
0 x 6 0

ð39Þ
Then the capture function fe5 can be calculated as
min fe5 ¼
PNo
j¼1sig1 Qj þ
YNa
i¼1
sigð1 PijPsðAi;OjÞ; sijÞ  1
 !
PNo
i¼1Qi
ð40Þ
If the function above reaches its minimum, the capture
probabilities of all targets are no more than the scheduled
threshold.
Finally, combining all the inﬂuence factors above, we
obtain the integral effectiveness function fE:
fE ¼
X5
i¼1
uifei ð41Þ
where ui is the weight of each sub-object.
4.2. Governing equation
In a multi-player collaborative space pursuit and evasion con-
ﬂict, an admissible strategy is called Nash equilibrium strategy
r if it satisﬁes Eq. (42).
fEiðri ; riÞP fEið8s; riÞ s 2 Si; ri 2 Si ð42Þ
where fEi and Si are the effectiveness evaluation function and
strategy space for node i, respectively; the subscript i repre-r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
Table 1 Capture probability thresholds.
Grade Extreme high High Middle Low
Possibility 1–0.81 0.8–0.61 0.6–0.41 0.4–0.21
Table 2 Information of pursuers.
Parameter Pursuer
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
a (106 m) 8.37 16.52 9.32 13.32 20.52
e 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.01
id () 45.0 55.0 20.0 50.0 50.0
X () 20.0 70.0 50.0 20.0 20.0
x () 65.0 80.0 40.0 10.0 60.0
s (s) 10 200 50 300 150
Capacity index of pursuit 0.65 0.8 0.65 0.8 0.75
Value (104) 700 1500 500 1200 1200
Expected on-orbit life (h) 43800 61320 43800 61320 61320
On-orbit time (h) 21374.4 9198 35478 44238 17958
Max characteristic velocity of single impulse (km/s) 10 10 7 10 10
Characteristic velocity of remaining fuel (km/s) 87 80 50 100 80
Table 3 Information of defenders.
Parameter Defender
D1 D2 D3 D4
a (106 m) 24.3 12.3 26.0 18.1
e 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.1
id () 70.0 40.0 40.0 50.0
X () 20.0 30.0 60.0 60.0
x () 60.0 25.0 65.0 35.0
s (s) 100 80 10 100
Defense radius (km) 100 80 120 100
Table 4 Information of targets.
Parameter Target
O1 O2 O3
a (106 m) 26.3 16.4 20.3
e 0.01 0.001 0.01
id () 50.0 55.0 35.0
X () 70.0 70.0 10.0
x () 65.0 25.0 25.0
s (s) 10 100 100
Value index (103) 10 8 12
Distributed online mission planning for multi-player space pursuit and evasion 7sents all other nodes except i. The Nash equilibrium calls for
complete information exchange among all the players.
Based on the idea above, we put forward DOMP algorithm,
which runs on each pursuer to calculate the best pursuing tra-
jectory for each target as Section 2 described, allows each pur-
suer to choose its best target with the highest effectiveness, and
broadcasts its choice to other pursuers. After receiving other
pursuers’ decisions, each pursuer adjusts its scheme based on
the global information, and re-broadcasts its updating choice.
The negotiation will repeat until the cutoff conditions were sat-
isﬁed which means that the Nash equilibrium solution given by
Eq. (42) is obtained. DOMP will be restarted if the mission
< AT; TL > or global situation < IA; ID; IT > changes, where
AT and TL are the terminal time and target list, whereas
IA; ID and IT are the information about pursuers, defenders
and targets, respectively.
DNMP algorithm:
Step 1. Clear iterative number, qi = 0.Please cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning for m
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012Step 2. Update local information of mission and global
situation.
Step 3. Generate orbital maneuver scheme for each target
with the method in Section 2.1.
Step 4. Choose the effectiveness optimized scheme ri(qi) as
Section 3.3 described. Set it as the initial scheme and
broadcast it to others.ulti-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
Table 5 Task distribution.
Pursuer A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Eﬀectiveness index
Assigned target O2 O3 O2 O1 0.237
Fig. 5 Trajectory planning results.
Fig. 6 Effectiveness index of planning.
8 Y. Liu et al.Step 5. Receive ri(qi) from other pursuers, and calculate
local optimal scheme ri* (qi) based on Eq. (42). Then,
broadcast it to others.
Step 6. Check whether the cutoff condition is met:
|fEi (r*(qi)) – fEi (r(qi))|<e or iterative number qi > qmax.
If all pursuers meet the cutoff conditions, go to Step 7;
Otherwise set ri (qi)= ri* (qi), qi = qi + 1, and go to Step 5.
Step 7. Output ri * (qi) as the mission planning result.
Step 8. Check the mission and global situation, if one of
them is changed, go to Step 1, else stay in Step 8.
In space pursuit and evasion conﬂict, a pursuer may be
intercepted on its way to the target. In order for DOMP to
handle this situation, pursuers should periodically broadcast
their life signals. A pursuer will be suspected to be damaged
if its life signal cannot be received. To check its status, other
pursuer will broadcast an inquiring order. Once the pursuer
receives the inquiring order, it should restore its life signal
and broadcast it immediately, otherwise other pursuers willPlease cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012eliminate it from the resource table. Under this circumstance,
the global situation should be updated, which will lead to
the restarting of DOMP algorithm.r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
Table 6 Calculating time of planning.
Algorithm name Population size No. of iteration Time (ms)
DOMP 5 1.676  103
GA 100 200 2.885  105
Fig. 8 Effectiveness index of re-planning after Pursuer 1 missing.
Distributed online mission planning for multi-player space pursuit and evasion 95. Test cases
We consider a case in which there are 5 pursuers
Ai ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5Þ, 4 defenders Di ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ and 3 targets
Oi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ. The orbital elements of each agent
(semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, inclination id, longitude of
ascending node X, argument of periapsis x and time of perigee
passing s) are listed in Tables 2–4. The starting time isTable 7 Task re-distribution after Pursuer 1 missing.
Pursuer A1 A2 A3
Assigned target O2 O1
Fig. 7 Trajectory re-planning re
Please cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012t0 ¼ 706520 s and the end time is tf ¼ 735320 s. The simula-
tion was run on an onboard computer simulator with CPU:
MPC8245 (133 MHz), SRAM 64 MB, Flash 512 MB.A4 A5 Eﬀectiveness index
O3 O3 0.311
sults after Pursuer 1 missing.
r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
Table 8 Evasion orbit elements of Targets 1 and 2.
Target Parameter
a (106m) e id () X () x () s (s)
O1 22.4 0.1 40 50 65 40
O2 20.4 0.1 35 70 25 80
Table 9 Task re-distribution after Targets 1 and 2 evading.
Pursuer A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 Eﬀectiveness index
Assigned target O2 O3 O1 O3 0.306
10 Y. Liu et al.DOMP leads to optimal task distribution (see Table 5) and
pursuers’ trajectories (see Fig. 5). Target 2 is assigned to both
Pursuers 3 and 5, and Targets 3 and 1 are assigned to Pursuers
3 and 5 respectively, while Pursuer 2 draws a bye in this plan-
ning. In addition, to maximize system efﬁciency, single-impulse
maneuvering is preferred for Pursuers 1 and 3, while Pursuers
4 and 5 tend to implement multi-impulse maneuvering. Fig. 5
shows the trajectory of each pursuer, along which the pursuer
can ﬁnally approach its target. The system cost type effective-
ness declines rapidly as the algorithm iteration numberFig. 9 Trajectory re-planning resul
Please cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012increases, which becomes stabilized after the third iteration
(see Fig. 6). A planning algorithm for the space pursuit and
evasion conﬂict which is based on GA is used as a reference.16
The task distribution results generated by GA are exactly the
same as Table 5, which veriﬁes the validity of DOMP on the
other hand. However, the calculating time of GA is much
longer than DOMP (see Table 6). Due to the low computing
capability of onboard computer and the high dynamic charac-
teristic of the application, planning algorithm should have low
computation cost and good real-time performance. Sincets after Targets 1 and 2 evading.
r multi-player space pursuit and evasion, Chin J Aeronaut (2016), http://dx.doi.
Fig. 10 Effectiveness index of re-planning after Targets 1 and 2
evading.
Distributed online mission planning for multi-player space pursuit and evasion 11DOMP reduces computing time through distributed calculat-
ing effectively, it is practical and efﬁcient for solving multi-
player space pursuit and evasion conﬂict problems.
After situation change, the ability of automatic re-planning
is an important character of distribution planning. This feature
of DOMP is veriﬁed by two steps. In the ﬁrst step, we assume
that Pursuer 1 is intercepted at the time of 711400 s. According
to the previous section, once a pursuer’s life signal broadcast-
ing breaks up for 60 s, other pursuers send the inquiring order
with the highest priority to discover Pursuer 1. If there is no
valid reply in another 60 s, Pursuer 1 is considered as disap-
peared by DOMP, which triggers re-planning automatically.
The re-planning only involves surviving pursuers, which leads
to optimal task distribution and trajectories under current sit-
uation (see Table 7 and Fig. 7). Compared with previous plan-
ning results, Target 2 that was formerly assigned to Pursuer 1
is now assigned to Pursuer 2 which drew a bye in last round’s
planning. Target 1 is assigned to Pursuer 3, while Target 3 is
assigned to both Pursuers 4 and 5. However, because the
remaining time is not enough for multi-pulse maneuvering,
all 4 pursuers choose single-pulse maneuvering trajectories
(see Fig. 7), and the system effectiveness becomes stabilized
after the fourth iteration (see Fig. 8).
In the second step, we assume Targets 1 and 2 start maneu-
vering at 716520 s, and their new orbital elements are listed in
Table 8. The changes of situation again trigger re-planning
automatically. The optimal planning results are shown in
Table 9 and Fig. 9, from which we ﬁnd out that Pursuers 3
and 4 exchange their targets to get better system effectiveness.
The system effectiveness becomes stabilized after the ﬁfth iter-
ation (Fig. 10).
According to the simulation results above, DOMP shows
the convergence, efﬁciency and real-time performance in
multi-player space pursuit and evasion online mission
planning.
6. Conclusions
Taking the characteristics of space pursuit and evasion conﬂict
into account, we proposed DOMP algorithm based on fuzzy
evaluation and Nash equilibrium. Firstly, the fuzzy evaluation
was used to combine the sub-object (proﬁt, expense, risk)
and generate the integral effectiveness model. Secondly, the
task distribution and orbital maneuvering scheme werePlease cite this article in press as: Liu Y et al. Distributed online mission planning fo
org/10.1016/j.cja.2016.10.012co-optimized based on the Nash equilibrium. Finally, simula-
tion results verify that DOMP algorithm can generate
effectiveness-optimized task distribution plan, trajectories
and orbital maneuvering scheme with good convergence and
real-time response. In addition, the distributed algorithm
architecture enables the DOMP to handle dynamic changes
of global situation.
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